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a b s t r a c t

We study the interaction between insurance and financial markets. Individuals who differ only in risk
have access to insurance contracts offered by a monopolist and can also save through a competitive
market. We show that an equilibrium always exists in that economy and identify an externality
imposed on the insurer’s decision by the endogeneity of prices in the financial market. We argue that,
because of that externality and in contrast to the case of pure contract theory, equilibrium always
exhibits under-insurance even for the riskiest agents in the economy and may even exhibit pooling.
Importantly, the externality does not disrupt the single crossing property of the economy.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

In this paper, we couple a version of the standard monopo-
istic insurance model to a competitive financial market. In an
conomy that presents idiosyncratic risk, a monopolist charges
premium in the present in exchange for idiosyncratic state-

ontingent promises of coverage in the future. At the same time,
financial market that is complete with respect to aggregate

hocks is available to the agents. Individuals with different risk
istributions simultaneously choose a portfolio of financial assets
nd whether to buy an insurance contract, and which. At equilib-
ium, these choices must be individually rational, and asset prices
ust guarantee that the financial markets clear. The monopolist
nderstands this, and optimally chooses a menu of insurance con-
racts that is self-enforcing, taking into account how this menu
mpacts the equilibrium of the financial market and, therefore,
he insurees’ willingness to pay for insurance.

The motivation for this study is that abstracting away from
ny other relation or trade occurring in the economy may some-
imes render the classical insurance theory analysis invalid. The
onsiderations that explain the behavior of, say, the insurance
arket for domestic appliances would likely be insufficient to
nderstand the effects of a social security reform.1 In particular,
hen the insurance industry is considered in isolation, its relation
ith other financial markets is overlooked: on one hand, the
nalysis will ignore that the distribution of wealth in the society

∗ Corresponding author at: University of California, Davis, United States of
merica.

E-mail addresses: acarvajal@ucdavis.edu (A. Carvajal),
oaothereze@princeton.edu (J. Thereze).
1 And the latter can be highly significant: see Brevoort et al. (2017).
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.mathsocsci.2022.11.002
165-4896/Published by Elsevier B.V.
is endogenous, as individuals react to different insurance cover-
ages by purchasing different financial portfolios; on the other, it
will ignore that the prices of financial assets affect consumers’
willingness to pay for insurance.

Our main result is that the equilibrium menu of contracts
always displays under-insurance of all agents, even the riskiest
ones, which differs from the usual lessons obtained in partial
equilibrium. Moreover, the equilibrium menu can pool agents of
different riskiness together, which is in stark contrast with the
basic results of contract theory.

We then identify the driving force behind these results, which
we dub the market effect. Suppose that the firm decides to in-
crease the coverage for any insuree type. This has two effects. One
is direct: the contract that insuree signs becomes more attractive.
But under general equilibrium, there is also an indirect effect:
when that type of agent receives more coverage, their need for
savings decreases and, consequently, so does the price of savings.
This price drop affects all the agents in the economy, making the
financial assets relatively more attractive and potentially making
some agents opt-out of insurance altogether. In other words, the
change in coverage for one type of insuree affects the partic-
ipation decision of all others. Because the insurance company
understands this mechanism, the optimal menu takes the market
effect into account.

The market effect is conceptually different from other sources
of inefficiency and pooling in the contracting literature. It consists
of an externality that operates through the individual rationality
constraint, rather than through incentives. It makes separation
costly for the monopolist by making it more expensive to ensure
the participation of individuals in a potential separating menu.

This conclusion differentiates our result from the literature that

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mathsocsci.2022.11.002
https://www.elsevier.com/locate/mss
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/mss
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.mathsocsci.2022.11.002&domain=pdf
mailto:acarvajal@ucdavis.edu
mailto:joaothereze@princeton.edu
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eals with the failure of the Spence–Mirrlees condition in mech-
nism design. Additionally, our result is not a consequence of
ountervailing incentives and type-dependent reservation utili-
ies either. Rather, in our model the outside options do depend on
rivate information, on the specific contract each agent is offered
nd, what is new, on the whole set of contracts posted by the
irm. In fact, the externality is generated by the endogeneity of
ll agents’ reservation utilities to the whole menu of contracts,
hich is in itself a consequence of individual decisions being

inked together by the financial market.

. Related literature

Our results are meant to be a contribution to the third-best
iterature when contracts are not exclusive. Jaynes (1978) was
irst to observe that the implications of Rothschild and Stiglitz
1976), Stiglitz (1977) and Wilson (1977) are not robust to set-
ings in which the insurer is unable to monitor all the transactions
f the insurees. Later, Allen (1985) observed that in a repeated
rincipal–agent problem where the intertemporal decisions of
he agent can be used to discern information about her type, the
onclusions of the one-shot version of the model are likely to fail,
hile Hammond (1987) showed that when there is unobservable
utside trade, there are very strong limits to redistribution, and
he ability of contracts to reallocate risks in an economy gets
everely restricted. Indeed, Netzer and Scheuer (2009) recog-
ized that trade in related markets may induce failures of the
pence–Mirrlees property that underlies the properties of sepa-
ating equilibria. But except for some works in public finance,2
echanism design problems have been solved in a partial equi-

ibrium approach. The insights of those analyses operate through
he incentive compatibility constraints and are different from
urs. In general, our point is that, to the extent that general
quilibrium effects are relevant, participation constraints may
lay as important a role as the one of incentives, through the
ndogeneity of the outside options.
In terms of topic, the paper studies the inter-relation between

ontract economics and general equilibrium. A wide literature has
een concerned with this issue since (Prescott and Townsend,
984): see Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002) and Rustichini and
iconolfi (2008), or, from a different perspective, Bisin et al.
2011). These papers generally study economies that are com-
etitive and subject to informational problems that generate the
ossibility of adverse selection. In these economies, they model
ontracts as exclusive relations between a given firm and a con-
umer. The contracts, which are usually lotteries on future con-
umption, are either offered by firms that are competitive or are
xogenously given. The latter is the case, for instance, in Dubey
nd Geanakoplos (2002), where individuals buy insurance by
hoosing among a number of pools to trade in. Contracts are sold
n a competitive market in which both firms and agents take
rices as given and, in equilibrium, prices reflect the profile of
ypes of agents buying them.

This is in contrast with our model, in which the insurer is a
onopolist company exercising power over not only the price of

ts contracts, as in Stiglitz (1977) and Chade and Schlee (2012),
ut also over other prices. The key aspect here is that we assume
market structure that is divided in two. On one hand there is

he contract market, which is strategic, and simultaneously, on
he other hand there is a financial market that is competitive.

Bisin and Gottardi (2006) follows a path similar to ours, by
dentifying the externality that is associated to adverse selection

2 See, for instance, Golosov and Tsyvinski (2007) and da Costa (2009). The
ocus of these papers, optimal taxation, is different from ours.
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in the competitive economy. In their model, competitive firms
sell promises of future consumption in separated markets, one
for each type of agent (who vary only in risk). Risk is private
information but, in equilibrium, insurees self-select to the market
designed to their own type. Exclusivity of contracts and the fact
that markets are competitive and naturally separated precludes
risk-sharing between types of agents and generates inefficiency,
and it turns out that the level of net trades an agent can make in
a market is linked to trades in the other one through incentive
compatibility.

We, too, identify an externality that the existence of competi-
tive markets imposes on the screening problem. But, in contrast,
our externality is reflected directly in the problem of the firm,
rather than on another individual’s problem. This is so because
we assume a firm that internalizes the possible deviations by
agents. If we see this work as trying to understand contract theory
in the realm of general equilibrium, it inverts what is usually
done in the mentioned literature: we take competitive markets as
the background, and look at the problem in a mechanism design
framework.

Another related paper is Farhi et al. (2009), which, as anti-
cipated by Hammond (1987), observes the inefficiency of com-
petitive equilibria when agents can engage in multilateral,
unobservable trades. These hidden trades become an externality
that agents fail to internalize, so if a planner tries to allocate more
resources to agents with high marginal valuations, agents with
lower valuation absorb some of those resources and limit the
effect of the planner’s policy. Importantly, it is again the failure
of self-selection mechanisms that induce the inefficiency, unlike
in our case where the externality realizes through a participation
constraint.

Our results complement those from Attar et al. (2011), where
a seller faces a group of buyers who compete by offering the
seller non-exclusive contracts, and from Ales and Maziero (2016),
where multiple insurers compete with non-exclusive contracts.
The substantive difference is that in these papers the distortions
arise through the incentive compatibility constraints, while our
market effect operates through the participation constraints.3 In
hat sense, closer insights come from Peters and Severinov (1997)
nd Virág (2010), for the case of competition between different
uctioneers. There, the decisions of a seller affect the reservation
rice that other seller may charge to continue to attract potential
uyers optimally.
Lastly, our paper provides a new justification for pooling that

s not solely due to either of the two most usual ones: the
bsence of Spence–Mirrlees conditions as in, for instance, Araujo
nd Moreira (2010); or countervailing incentives as in Maggi and
odriguez-Clare (1995).4 In our model, we show that incentive
onstraints do not pose a problem for separation: a condition that
lays the role of the single-crossing property is preserved by the
ndogenous counterparts of utility functions in our framework.
s for the latter, countervailing incentives in the sense of Lewis
nd Sappington (1989), Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare (1995), and Jul
ien (2000), are indeed present in our work. Because in our model

3 Also related, though in a setting of moral hazard, is Bisin and Guaitoli
2004).
4 Countervailing incentives happen when a given agent may have incentives
ither to understate or overstate their private information depending on the
ctual realization of such private variable. In many cases that is associated
ith type-dependent outside options, usually when trading with the firm
emands the agent to forego an opportunity outside the contractual relation that
aries with his type. In pure contract theoretical models of insurance, foregone
pportunities are always present, but type-dependence of the outside options is
asily controlled as incentive compatibility implies that the difference between
he inside outcome and the outside option is monotone in types.
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gents can use the financial market to alter their own levels of
ealth, countervailing incentives naturally arise and, moreover,
hey do so endogenously. Therefore, we are adding an extra layer
f mixed incentives to the countervailing phenomenon. In our
odel, outside options are not only type-dependent, but also
ndogenous because two different contracts generate two levels
f savings that affect distinctly the relation between the insurance
utcome and the outside option. However, the key factor behind
ooling in the economies we study is not that individuals en-
ogenously react to the offer of contracts — that also happens, for
nstance, in Netzer and Scheuer (2009) . Rather, the driving force
or pooling here is that the effect of such reaction leads to changes
hat affect all the constraints in the economy, including other
gents’ participation constraints. Namely, individual deviations,
hen occurring for all individuals of a given type, alter the
rices in the competitive financial market and, therefore, have
widespread effect in the whole feasibility set, and not only in

heir own constraints.

. The environment

We present next the simplest setting that captures our main
nsights: a two-period version of the canonical monopolistic
nsurance problem posited by Stiglitz (1977) and fully devel-
ped by Chade and Schlee (2012). We assume that the economy
volves over the present and a future period, and consists of only
ne commodity per period.

.1. The population and their risks

The population is a continuum of individuals whose mass we
ormalize to one. In the future, independently, each individual
ill find herself in one of two idiosyncratic states: she may
ave an accident, or not. We denote these idiosyncratic states,
espectively, by A and N . If an individual does not suffer the
ccident, her wealth is ω̄ > 0; if she does, she sustains a loss
f 0 < λ < ω̄, which results in a wealth of ω̄ − λ.
There are two types of agent, L and H . The only difference

etween the two types is the probability with which they have
he accident, with individuals of type H being more likely to
ave it: we denote by π i the probability that a person of type i
xperiences the accident in the future, and assume that πH > π L.
he fraction of type-i individuals in the population is µi.
If an individual of type i has a consumption plan x, consisting

f x0 units in the present, xA units upon having the accident in
he future, and xN units otherwise, her ex-ante utility is
i(x) = x0 + π iu(xA) + (1 − π i)u(xN ). (1)

The cardinal utility index u : R+ → R is strictly increasing,
trictly risk averse, strictly prudent and differentiable three times
n R++, and satisfies the standard Inada conditions.5
We do not impose any bounds on present consumption so,

aving assumed that preferences are quasi-linear in that vari-
ble, individual endowments for that period play no role in our
nalysis.6

.2. The insurance firm

An insurance contract specifies the premium charged in the
resent and the amount that is paid to the insuree if she has the
ccident in the future. Denote these terms by p and a, respec-
ively. In the absence of other trades, upon signing an insurance

5 That is: u′ > 0, u′′ < 0, u′′′ > 0, limx↓0 u′(x) = ∞ and limx→∞ u′(x) = 0.
6 See Program (ISP) below.
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ontract the agent has a present wealth of −p; in the future, her
ealth is ω̄ if she does not have the accident, and ω̄−λ+a if she
oes. It will be useful to define w = ω̄ − λ + a and to write the
nsurance contracts as pairs (p, w). We assume that a ∈ [0, λ], so
hat w ∈ [ω̄ − λ, ω̄], and refer to w as the coverage of the contr-
ct.
There is a monopolistic insurance company in the economy.

ts goal is to maximize its present profit. In that goal, the firm is
ubject only to the constraint that it must constitute the portfolio
hat allows it to honor its future coverage commitments. In the
irst period, this company posts a menu of contracts, M , from
hich each agent selects at most one. We consider only menus
f the form M = {(pH , wH ), (pL, wL)}, where there is one con-
ract that is recommended for each type. This implies no loss of
enerality.
Given the choices of the individuals, the insurance company

ollects the resulting premia as revenue. In order to be able
o honor these contracts, the firm must constitute the savings
eeded to cover its ex-post obligations. By the law of large num-
ers, the aggregate obligation of the firm is riskless: assuming
hat contract (pi, wi) attracts the individuals of type i, and only
hem, the firmmust guarantee future funds of µiπ i

[wi
−(ω̄−λ)] in

rder to cover the obligations acquired with this type of insuree.
Both the revenue collected and the savings required are deter-

ined by the menu offered by the firm. Denoting these variables
s R and Y , respectively, the monopolist’s profits are

(M) = R(M) − q(M) · Y (M), (2)

here q(M) is the price of a riskless bond. By definition, R(M) =
LpL + µHpH and

(M) = µLπ L
[wL

− (ω̄ − λ)] + µHπH
[wH

− (ω̄ − λ)]. (3)

mportantly, for Eq. (2) to be a valid objective function for the
irm, it must consider only menus where the insurees self-select
o the contract recommended for their respective types and must
nvolve a correct understanding of how the choice of the menu
ffects the price of the bond.

.3. The financial market

Besides buying insurance contracts, all individuals can com-
etitively demand a riskless bond. This instrument allows them to
ransfer wealth across time periods, and is therefore an imperfect
ubstitute for insurance. The holdings of an individual of type i are
enoted as yi.
Recalling that Y is the demand of the insurance company, the

inancial market clears when
LyL + µHyH + Y = 0. (MC)

To be sure, note that we assume that the insurance and fi-
ancial markets operate simultaneously. The earlier literature –
aynes (1978) and Hammond (1987) – already made the point
hat in a setting with multiple insurers, there would be incentives
or keeping some trades hidden from other agents. As Attar et al.
2011) pointed out more recently, ‘‘competition on financial mar-
ets is often nonexclusive, as each agent can trade with multiple
artners who cannot monitor each others’ trades with the agent’’.
hese ideas continue to motivate our paper: modern financial
arkets provide many instruments with which agents can trade

‘unobservably’’. Most clearly, the so called ‘‘dark pool trading’’
as appeared with this explicit purpose. Or, with the wide avail-
bility of derivatives, it is possible to constitute a portfolio of
ssets that undoes an agent’s declared financial position, even if

hort-selling is forbidden.
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. Equilibrium

.1. Individual choice

If an individual of type i has taken an insurance contract (p, w)
and the price of the bond is q, her optimal level of savings solves
the program7

max
y

{
−p − qy + π iu(w + y) + (1 − π i)u(ω̄ + y) : y ≥ −w

}
.

(ISP)

Let V i(p, w, q) represent the resulting indirect utility function.
The individual’s choice of an insurance contract is, then, the
solution of the program

max
(p,w)

{
V i(p, w, q) : (p, w) ∈ M ∪ {(0, ω̄ − λ)}

}
. (IIP)

For simplicity of notation, we will write M̄ = M ∪ {(0, ω̄ − λ)}.
his set contains the menu of contracts offered by the monopolist,
s well as the no-insurance option that is always available to the
ndividual. With this notation, we can re-write Program (IIP) as
tating that the agent chooses a (p, w) ∈ M̄ such that,
i(p, w, q) ≥ V i(p̃, w̃, q) for all (p̃, w̃) ∈ M̄. (IC and IR)

Of course, the individual chooses her insurance contract and
her savings simultaneously. The nested manner in which we
wrote the problem is equivalent to the simultaneous choice and
will be useful for the purposes of presentation. To be sure, note
that in the choice of a contract the individual takes into account
the way in which that choice will affect her level of savings.
Also, note that Program (IIP) summarizes the two canonical con-
siderations of contract theory: the incentive compatibility (IC)
constraint, and the individual rationality (IR) constraint.

4.2. Financial market equilibrium

Definition 1. Given a menu M , an equilibrium in the financial
market, FME, is a triple {yH , yL, q}, consisting of a level of savings
or each type and a price for the bond, such that:

1. for each i, yi solves Problem (ISP), given q and (pi, wi);
2. for each i, (pi, wi) solves Problem (IIP), given q and M; and
3. Eq. (MC) holds with Y = Y (M), so the bond market clears.

This concept serves as a prediction, from the perspective of
the insurance company, of the general equilibrium implications of
the firm’s choice of a menu.8 Assuming that each insuree chooses
the contract intended for them, the first and third conditions
determine the equilibrium demands and price in the market for
the riskless bond. Using the indirect utility functions at equilib-
rium prices, the second condition says that all individuals choose
to participate in the insurance market and self-select to their
contracts, as the firm intended.

4.3. Equilibrium

Denote by E(M) the set of FME for menu M:

7 Strictly speaking, present consumption should be x0 = ω0 − p − qy, where
0 would represent date-0 wealth. Since we are not requiring x0 ≥ 0, ω0 is a

constant in this problem and we can just ignore it.
8 This is an important feature of our model: the insurance monopolist does

understand the ‘‘general equilibrium’’ effects of the choice of a menu. While the
assumption of a monopolist has been common in the insurance literature, in this
paper it also implies this ‘‘prediction sophistication’’, which was not present in
the earlier literature.
 t
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Definition 2. An equilibrium is a tuple {M∗, yH , yL, q}, consisting
f a menu of contracts, individual savings for each type and a
rice for the bond, such that:

1. given M∗, individual savings and the asset price constitute
an FME: {yH , yL, q} ∈ E(M∗), and

2. menu M∗ solves the firm’s maximization problem:

max
M

{G(M) : E(M) ̸= ∅} . (FMP)

Again, the first condition states that the insurance firm un-
erstands that the menu of contracts affects the financial market,
nd that its predictions are consistent with that effect. The second
ays that, given that understanding and the cost of transferring
unds to the future, the firm chooses the optimal menu. In this
ondition, problem (FMP) guarantees that the firm is ruling out
enus for which, at equilibrium prices, either an IR or an IC
onstraint would fail.9

. Existence of equilibrium

Note that an equilibrium exists if and only if the firm’s max-
mization problem has a solution. In order to show that that is
he case, we first use the quasi-linear structure of the economy to
rite the non-emptiness constraint in Program (FMP) in a more
ractable way. Then, our argument shows that the firm does not
ave unlimited market power, in the sense that it cannot con-
truct menus giving itself unbounded profits and which are still
cceptable to the agents. This is so because the firm’s capacity of
anipulating outside options is naturally constrained by agents’
bility to use the market as a substitute for expensive insur-
nce.

roposition 1. An equilibrium exists.

roof. Denote by yi(w, q) the solution of Program (ISP), noting
hat it does not depend on p, by quasi-linearity. Denote also by
(wL, wH ), the set of all q such that
L
{yL(wL, q) + π L

[wL
− (ω̄ − λ)]}

+ µH
{yH (wH , q) + πH

[wH
− (ω̄ − λ)]} = 0.

t is immediate, from the first-order conditions of (ISP), that q ∈

(wL, wH ) if, and only if,

= π Lu′(wL
+ yL) + (1 − π L)u′(ω̄ + yL)

or some y = (yL, yH ) that maximizes∑
i

µi [π iu(wi
+ ỹi) + (1 − π i)u(ω̄ + ỹi)

]
(4)

ubject to the constraints that

i
+ yi ≥ 0 and

∑
i

µi
{ỹi + π i

[wi
− (ω̄ − λ)]} = 0. (5)

y continuity, this program has a solution, which is unique by
trict concavity. It follows that set Q (wL, wH ) is a singleton, so
e can denote its unique element by q(wL, wH ).

9 A subtle potential difficulty is the possibility that set E(M) be non-singleton:
n the presence of multiple financial equilibria, we would need to stipulate a
echanism by which the firm selects one. Since we are considering preferences

hat are quasilinear in present consumption, the literature on general equilib-
ium guarantees that the set of arrays that satisfy the first and third conditions
f the definition of FME is a singleton. Adding the second condition of that
efinition gives us that E(M) is either empty or a singleton, so we do not need
o worry about multiplicity of FME.
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a
(

With this notation, we can re-write Program (FMP) as

max
M

{
G(M) : ∀(p, w) ∈ M̄,

V i(pi, wi, q(wL, wH )) ≥ V i(p, w, q(wL, wH ))
}
, (FMP’)

and it suffices to show that this program has a solution. We first
observe that its domain is compact. By Berge’s theorem, continu-
ity of the indirect utility functions guarantees that the domain is
closed. Coverages are bounded, by assumption. As for premia, it
suffices to consider the individual rationality constraints. For each
individual, the surplus gained by taking the intended insurance
contract, when the coverages offered are w = (wL, wH ) and
nsurance is free, is at most

max
i

{
max

w

{
V i(0, wi, q(w)) − V i(0, ω̄ − λ, q(w)) :

w ∈ [ω̄ − λ, ω̄]
2} }

hich exists by continuity and compactness. This value is an
pper bound for the premia that the insurance company can
harge, if it is to satisfy that V i(pi, wi, q(w)) ≥ V i(0, ω̄ − λ, q(w)).
To complete the proof, we just need to argue that the objective

unction of Program (FMP’), namely the function G defined in
q. (2) is continuous. That the functions R and Y are continuous is
traightforward. The following lemma shows so is function q. □

The demand and price functions defined in the previous proof
re well understood in general equilibrium theory. Some of their
omparative statics are introduced in the following lemma and
roven in the Appendix.

emma 1. Both functions yi and function q are continuously diff-
rentiable and strictly decreasing.

Program (FMP’) is a characterization of the problem of the
irm that resembles the problem of mechanism design in partial
quilibrium environments. The challenge is that (FMP’) is written
n terms of indirect utility functions evaluated at market-clearing
rices, so any perturbation in the menu affects the whole set
f constraints. That complete dependence of the constraint set
n all the entries of the menu is precisely the consequence of
elaxing the assumption of an isolated insurance market.10 The
est of the paper is devoted to our two main results: that when
nsurees can save in a financial market even the highest risk agent
s underinsured and that types can be pooled in an equilibrium.

. Distortions also at the top

Our concept of equilibrium involves three deviations from
he standard Arrow–Debreu model. First, the financial market is
ncomplete in the sense that the agents cannot trade assets whose
ayoff is contingent in the occurrence of the accident. Instead, the
gents can buy insurance contracts, but the insurance company
as market power, which is in itself a second market failure. And
hird, obviously information is asymmetric.

The goal of this section is to understand the distortions that
rise in equilibrium. Based on the contract theory literature, our
mphasis is to determine whether there are ‘‘distortions at the
op’’: do the riskier agents get their ‘‘efficient’’ contract? In order
o answer this question, we perform three exercises:

10 Quasi-linearity introduces a partial separation between contracts and gen-
ral equilibrium: the price of savings does not depend on the premia. This
implicity gives us tractability but does not amount to making the problem one
f partial equilibrium. In fact, the price of savings still depends on the coverages
f the insurance contracts.
12
1. We consider the insurance problem in the absence of the
financial market, and confirm that the usual prescriptions
of contract theory are valid in this case.

2. We introduce the financial market but with a simplifica-
tion: we assume that the insurance company constitutes
its portfolio at an exogenously given price. The motiva-
tion for this exercise is to turn off the second inefficiency
mentioned above: the insurer will not exercise any market
power over the price at which it saves.

3. Finally, we consider the full equilibrium concept where the
insurer pays the endogenously determined price for the
riskless savings

The main insight of these three results is that in the presence
of concurrent financial markets, the insurer finds it optimal to
under-insure even the riskier agents: their marginal utility from
the coverage offered by the firm is higher than the firm’s marginal
cost of increasing such coverage.

6.1. Benchmark: the economy without financial markets

In order to have a background against which to compare,
we now characterize equilibrium in the case where the insurees
cannot save. In such setting, the value of contract (p, w) for an
agent of type i would be simply

Ũ i(p, w) = −p + π iu(w) + (1 − π i)u(ω̄),

while the insurer’s problem would be

max
M

{
G(M, κ) : ∀(p, w) ∈ M̄, Ũ i(pi, wi) ≥ Ũ i(p, w)

}
,

where κ denotes the price at which the insurer can buy a riskless
bond, and

G(M, κ) = R(M) − κ · Y (M). (6)

In order to concentrate only in the most interesting case, we
ssume that
′(ω̄) < κ < u′(ω̄ − λ). (7)

The following proposition makes it clear that our two-period
ersion of the insurance problem is but an instance of the canon-
cal monopolistic insurance model of Stiglitz (1977).

emma 2. In the absence of financial markets, the optimal menu
s such that UL(pL, wL) = UL(0, ω̄ − λ), UH (pH , wH ) = UH (pL, wL),
nd u′(wH ) = κ and u′(wL) > κ .

The first two claims of the lemma say that the safest type of
gent is left indifferent to her outside option, while the riskiest
ype is indifferent between the two contracts in the menu. Th
hird one says that the type-H contract is undistorted in com-
arison to the Pareto optimal allocation, by receiving insurance
o that u′(wH ) = κ , while the contract for type L individuals is
istorted. It follows that separation and the absence of distortions
‘at the top’’ are properties of equilibrium in the absence of a
inancial market.

.2. External funding for the insurer

Consider now the economy with a financial market, but sup-
ose that the insurance company cannot trade in the same market
s the insurees. Instead, it can buy riskless bonds in an external
unmodeled) market at a fixed price of κ .11

11 This model may be of interest by itself. Fortunately, the existence result
of Proposition 1 and the comparative statics of Lemma 1 extend readily to this
case, and it is not necessary to assume that the agents are prudent.
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Only two changes are necessary to study this case. First, the
profits of the insurance company become

G(M) = R(M) − κ · Y (M), (8)

instead of Eq. (2). Second, the market clearing requirement is
simply that

µLyL + µHyH = 0,

instead of Condition (MC). Subject to these two changes, the
definition of equilibrium is still given by Definitions 1 and 2.
For the sake of clarity, we refer to this case as equilibrium with
external funding.12

Our first result is that, unlike in the model without financial
markets, at equilibrium there are distortions from the first best
even for the riskier type of insuree.

Proposition 2. In the economy with financial markets, let {M, yH ,
L, q} be an equilibrium with external funding. If the allocation is
nterior, in the sense that ω̄ > wH

≥ wL > ω̄ − λ, then
′(wL

+ yL) > u′(wH
+ yH ) > κ.

roof. The individual rationality constraint for individuals of type
is redundant, so only their incentive compatibility constraint

inds in the firm’s maximization problem, along with the individ-
al rationality constraint of the type L contract. Using interiority,
he first-order conditions of the firm’s problem with respect to
H and wH are that
H

= −ℓH ∂VH

∂pH
(pH , wH , q) (9)

and

κµHπH
= ℓH ∂VH

∂wH (p
H , wH , q) +

∂q
∂wH (w) · D, (10)

where ℓH and ℓL are, respectively, the multipliers of the incentive
compatibility constraint of type H and the individual rationality
constraint of type L, and

D = ℓL
[

∂V L

∂q (pL, wL, q) −
∂V L

∂q (0, ω̄ − λ, q)
]

+ ℓH
[

∂VH

∂q (pH , wH , q) −
∂VH

∂q (pL, wL, q)
]
. (11)

By the envelope theorem, the Eqs. (9) and (10) above can be
ewritten as
HπH (u′(wH

+ yH ) − k) = −
∂q

∂wH (w) · D. (12)

emma 1 tells us that ∂q/∂wH < 0, while, using Roy’s identity,

D = ℓL[yL(0, ω̄ − λ, q) − yL(pL, wL, q)]

+ ℓH [yH (pL, wL, q) − yH (pH , wH , q)].

ecause incentive compatibility requires wH
≥ wL, by Lemma 1

e have that D > 0 and the result follows from Eq. (12). □

The proof of Proposition 2 reveals the main difference be-
ween this model and one without financial markets. Suppose
hat the insurer considered increasing the coverage for the H type
marginally. In the model with no financial markets, the insurer
does not need to provide extra incentives for the L type, so this
ncrease in coverage only affects the total surplus. Because of that,
he firm chooses wH so as to maximize the surplus, i.e. u′(wH ) =

. In the presence of financial markets, however, Eq. (12) shows
hat this same marginal increase in the coverage of the H type
as an indirect effect. By increasing their coverage, the insurer
s effectively reducing the demand for savings in the financial

12 To avoid confusion, when needed we refer to the original definition as
quilibrium with internal funding.
13
market, thereby decreasing the price of savings. This decrease
affects the outside option of both agents and, in particular, makes
the individual rationality constraint harder to satisfy for the L
type. Therefore, when considering the same increase in coverage,
the seller needs to take into account their added cost of ensuring
participation.

6.3. Internal funding for the insurer

The next proposition says that, after taking into account the
market power of the insurance company, in the case of internal
funding the equilibrium allocation also displays distortions at the
top: the marginal utility of the riskier types in the accident state
is above the marginal cost that the firm incurs by improving that
type’s coverage.

Proposition 3. In the economy with financial markets and internal
funding, let {M, yH , yL, q} be an equilibrium. If the allocation is
nterior, then

′(wH
+ yH ) > q +

1
µHπH

∂q
∂wH · Y (M).

Proof. The argument is similar to the previous proof. The first-
order conditions with respect to pH and wH continue to be Eqs. (9)
and (10), except that the term in Eq. (11) is augmented to

D = ℓL
[

∂V L

∂q (pL, wL, q) −
∂V L

∂q (0, ω̄ − λ, q)
]

+ ℓH
[

∂VH

∂q (pH , wH , q) −
∂VH

∂q (pL, wL, q)
]

− Y (M).

Again, using the envelope theorem, the two equations above can
be rewritten as

µHπH
[u′(wH

+ yH ) − q) = −
∂q

∂wH (w) · D,

and Lemma 1 tells us that ∂q/∂wH < 0. As before, using Roy’s
identity,

D = ℓL[yL(0, ω̄ − λ, q) − yL(pL, wL, q)]

+ ℓH [yH (pL, wL, q) − yH (pH , wH , q)] − Y (M).

ince wH
≥ wL > ω̄−λ, by Lemma 1 we get that D > −Y (M). □

. Pooling at equilibrium

Our next result is that separation is not a robust property of
he equilibrium contracts in our setting with endogenous sav-
ngs.13 Pooling occurs if the market effect induced by the endo-
eneity of the outside options is strong enough to dominate the
ncentives to separate, which come from the ordering property.
n this section we argue that, indeed, the market effect may
ominate:

In the presence of a financial market, there exist economies
where the two types are offered the same insurance contract at
equilibrium.

.1. External funding for the insurer

For simplicity of presentation, we first develop the result for
quilibria with external funding. In order to see economies where
pooling menu arises at equilibrium, assume that the individuals
ave CARA cardinal utility indexes with absolute risk aversion
> 0; that is, let u(x) = −e−αx.

13 Recall that we distinguish pooling from market exclusion: exclusion hap-
pens when any of the individuals is left receiving zero insurance; pooling, when
both individuals receive the same non-zero contract.
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We proceed by first solving for FME in closed form, which
provides us with the functions needed for the monopolist’s prob-
lem. First, suppose that an i-type individual accepts the contract
(pi, wi). Then, his optimization problem at savings price q is:

max
y∈R

{
−pi − yq − F i(wi)e−αy} ,

where F i(x) = π ie−αx
+ (1 − π i)e−αω̄ . The first-order condi-

tions of this problem, which are necessary and sufficient, can be
rearranged and rewritten in logarithmic form so as to get

yi =
1
α

ln
α

q
F i(wi).

sing market clearing, individual savings vanish and we can
ind the equilibrium price as a function of the two insurance
overages. Defining f (x, y) = FH (x)µ

H
F L(y)µ

L
, we have q =

αf (wH , wL).
As a consequence, it is possible to characterize savings for

an agent of type i when accepting coverage w, if the profile of
coverages in society is (wH , wL), as

yi(w, q(wH , wL)) =
1
α

ln
F i(w)

f (wH , wL)
.

nd, finally, indirect utilities at the FME are

i(p, w, q(wH , wL)) = −p − f (wH , wL)
[
ln

F i(w)
f (wH , wL)

− 1
]

.

Noticing that terms that are constant between types cancel
out, we can replace the indirect utility functions by the simpler
functions

vi(p, w, q(wH , wL)) = −p − f (wH , wL) ln F i(w).

This value function is the composition of the indirect utility
function and the equilibrium price function. The expression is
informative in that it separates precisely the two effects our
model is interested in. That is: on one hand, there is the direct
effect of coverage on utility, measured by − ln F i(w); on the other,
changes in coverage for any type have an indirect effect via
market changes, and the f (wH , wL) term captures that.

We can now solve the firm’s problem numerically. Because
the problem lacks concavity, we cannot rely directly on standa-
rd local optimization algorithms and need to resort to grid-opt-
mization and multistart methods that provide, respectively,
approximations of the global optimum and robustness checks.

Table 1 shows the parameter specification for which the op-
timal menus were calculated. The risk aversion parameter, α,
is not present in the table because we let it vary. We want to
see whether the optimal menu of contracts presents pooling or
separation.
 r

14
Table 1
Parameter specification.
ω̄ λ µL πH π L κ

1 0.8 0.3 0.6 0.3 1

Fig. 1 shows the values of wH and wL at equilibrium, for
different values of α. The graph shows that for very small risk
aversion insurance is absent in this economy. This is compatible
with Lemma 2, for the case without financial markets. As α

increases, coverage is first improved for the riskier type but, when
individuals get more risk averse, pooling appears.

7.2. Internal funding for the insurance company

Consider now the case of internal funding, and suppose that
the firm is considering whether a separating deviation from a
given pooling contract will improve its profits. Our argument
above that the latter need not be the case, since better insured
high-risk individuals will demand less savings, the price of the
bond will decrease, and low-risk individuals will save more and
will be willing to pay less for the initial insurance contract.
Implicit in the argument is the fact that the lower demand for
savings from the riskier individuals will not be compensated
y another agent’s increase in demand. But note that when the
nsurance company offers better coverage for any type, it must
ncrease its savings in order to honor the extra coverage it is
romising. At least in principle, it could occur that if the firm
ere to demand the riskless bond in the local market, its extra
emand for the bond could offset the decrease in demand by the
iskier type, and the overall demand and the resulting price could
e higher, in which case the low-risk individuals would be willing
o pay more, not less, for their initial contract.

To determine whether this could be possible, we re-compute
he equilibrium coverages of Section 7.1, under the new condi-
ions. Here, we maintain the assumption that the level of savings
emanded by the insurance firm is still given by Eq. (3). For the
ame parameters as before, Table 1, we obtain the equilibrium
overages of Fig. 2. The qualitative conclusion is the same as
efore: even when the insurance firm demands its savings in the
nternal financial market, there exist economies where the two types
re offered the same insurance contract at equilibrium.

. The mechanism

In this section we pin down the mechanism that leads to our
esults. We show that it is the endogeneity of the individual

ationality constraint that can preclude separation and makes it
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uboptimal for the principal to provide efficient insurance at the
op.14

We start by showing that separation is not precluded by incen-
ive compatibility. In effect, our model is just like classic contract
heory in the sense of incentive compatibility: it is always pos-
ible for the insurer to separate different risks with a marginal
hange in coverage, making profits conditional on participation.
e proceed to show that the usual arguments fail exactly because
articipation decisions may change when the marginal change in
overage is introduced.

.1. Single crossing of indirect utilities

We will say that incentive separation is possible if, for any ind-
vidually-rational pooling menu, there is an incentive-compa-
ible separating menu that dominates it and is such that all
ndividuals prefer their contracts under this new menu. In the
anguage of our model: incentive separation is possible if, for any
ooling menu M = {(p, w)} such that ω̄−λ < w < ω̄, there exists

an incentive-compatible menu {(pH , wH ), (pL, wL)} such that, for
oth i, V i(pi, wi, q(wL, wH )) ≥ V i(p, w, q(wL, wH )).15
The following concept extends the logic of the Spence–Mirrlees

condition.

Definition 3. We say that the economy satisfies the ordering
property if for any point (w, w), with w ∈ (ω̄ − λ, ω̄),

∂VH

∂w
(p, w, q) +

∂VH

∂q (p, w, q) ∂q
∂wH (w, w)

> ∂V L

∂w
(p, w, q) +

∂V L

∂q (p, w, q) ∂q
∂wH (w, w)

here q = q(w, w).

14 Reservation utilities are type-dependent in any insurance problem. In
ur model, they are also endogenous. Type-dependence and endogeneity are
mportant but distinct phenomena. Although a large literature has been devoted
o the former – see Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare (1995), and Jullien (2000) –, not
uch has been said about the latter.

15 Notice that incentive separation does not rule out the possibility of there
eing pooling equilibria, as separation would also require that the deviation
enu {(pH , wH ), (pL, wL)} be individually rational. In classical settings, where

he reservations utilities are exogenous, incentive separation suffices for sepa-
ation, naturally. Thus, in those settings any condition that guarantees incentive
eparation suffices for separation.
15
That any economy obeying this property satisfies incentive
eparability goes as follows. Assume that the economy is at a
iven pooling menu that presents coverage w. Suppose that the
irm proposes a new menu which is separating, gives more cov-
rage to the riskier individuals and keeps the low-risk type ac-
epting w. The price of savings is changed, but if at this new
rice marginal utilities are still ordered, then these coverages can
e incentive compatible for appropriate choices of premia. The
rdering property is simply the expression for ordering marginal
tilities at new prices when the new contract is arbitrarily close
o w.

Our next result is that our model with endogenous reservation
tilities still displays the ordering property, and hence satisfies
ncentive separability.

roposition 4. Even in the presence of financial markets, the
conomy satisfies the ordering property.

roof. This is a matter of computing derivatives. Consider a
ontract (p, w). By using the envelope theorem we get, for any
, that

∂V i

∂w
(p, w, q) = π iu′(w + yi(w, q)),

hile, by Roy’s identity,
∂V i

∂q (p, w, q) = −yi(w, q).

ince ∂q/∂wH < 0, by Lemma 1, it suffices to show that πHu′(w+

yH (w, q)) > π Lu′(w + yL(w, q)) for any w ∈ [ω̄ − λ, ω̄], given a
rice q, and that yH (w, q) > yL(w, q).
Let W be the random variable paying w in the accident state

nd ω̄ otherwise. The first-order conditions of the two types’ (ISP)
rograms imply that:

EH [u′(W + yH (x, q))] = EL[u′(W + yL(x, q))] (13)

et us assume, by way of contradiction, that πHu′(w+yH (w, q)) ≤
Lu′(w + yL(w, q)). Then, as πH > π L and because u is concave,
t must be true that yH (w, q) > yL(w, q). For (13) to be possible
iven the contradiction assumption, we would need

1 − πH )u′(ω̄ + yH (x, q)) > (1 − π L)u′(ω̄ + yL(x, q)).

ut again, because πH > π L and by concavity, if yH (w, q) >
L(w, q), such inequality cannot be satisfied.
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On the other hand, just notice that u′(ω̄ + y) < u′(w + y),
or w ∈ [ω̄ − λ, ω̄) and any y ∈ R. Then, because πH >
L, EH [u′(W + y)] > EL[u′(W + y)]. Therefore, for the first-

order conditions to hold at equilibrium, yH (w, q) > yL(w, q) is
necessary condition. □

The proof of this proposition relies on showing that marginal
tilities can be ordered at any prices. That is a consequence of the
act that, even though savings approximate the marginal utilities
n the accident state between types, they are not enough to make
he high-risk agents more satiated than the low-risk individuals.
therwise, the low-risk agents would be willing to pay more than
he high-risk types for one unit of the riskless bond, contradicting
quilibrium in the savings market.

.2. Endogenous outside options

Although the logic that incentive separation implies separa-
ion seems straightforward, it is not true when outside options
re endogenous. In that case, building a new menu will per se
lter reservation utilities, and it is not immediate that individ-
al rationality constraints continue to hold. We now identify
n externality that may prevent separation from occurring at
quilibrium. This externality arises from the firm’s understanding
hat the choices of menu affects the equilibrium price of savings,
hich impacts the agents’ willingness to pay for insurance.
Recall that menu M is feasible if E(M) ̸= ∅, and say that a

easible M is a ‘‘best pooling menu’’ if it is a solution for the firm’s
roblem with the added constraint that it be pooling. Also, given a
ooling menuM = {(p, w)}, denote by xi = w+yi(w, q(w, w)) the

amount consumed by an i-type in state A; and by X i the random
variable that takes the value xi in state A and ω̄ + yi(w, q(w, w))
in state N .

Again, for the sake of simplicity we first derive the result in
the case where the insurance company is funded externally.

Lemma 3. Assume that M is a best pooling menu. Let its coverage
be w̃ and let q = q(w̃, w̃). There is no local feasible deviation M̃
from M such that G(M̃, κ) > G(M, κ) if, and only if,

µHπH [
u′(w + yH (w, q)) − κ

]
+

[
yL(ω̄ − λ, q) − yL(w, q)

] ∂q
∂wH (w, w) ≤ 0. (14)

n more fundamental terms, the conclusion holds true if, and only if,

′(xH ) − k +
u′′(xH )

[
k(π LµL

+ πHµH ) − π Lu′(xL)
]

µHπHu′′(xH ) + µLπ Lu′′(xL) EH [u′′(XH )]
EL[u′′(XL)]

≤ 0. (15)

This lemma follows from Lemmas 5, 6, and 7, which are
resented and proven in the Appendix. It provides (locally)
ecessary and sufficient condition for there to be a profitable
nd feasible deviation from the optimal pooling menu, which is
seful for understanding the following heuristics. First, note that
he first term in Eq. (14) measures the distance from efficient
nsurance for the high-risk individual at the best pooling contract.
his term is always positive, so price impacts disappear (i.e. if the
nsurer does not recognize the effect of the contract on the price
f savings) such inequality cannot be satisfied and pooling cannot
e optimal. This observation recovers the qualitative result of the
enchmark framework with no financial markets.
In our setting, where the insurance company understands its

ffective market power, the second term in Eq. (14) is the key.
y Lemma 1, this term is always negative, so the inequality in
q. (15) may be satisfied for some economies. We submit that this
erm measures the general equilibrium effect on prices imposes
16
an additional layer of costs for separation. In order to see the
source of the term, assume that the economy is at a pooling menu
M , with coverage w > ω̄ − λ, such that the low-risk agents’
individual rationality constraints are binding:16

V L(p, w, q) − V L(0, ω̄ − λ, q) = 0.

Suppose that the monopolist considers a new menu providing
more coverage to the high-risk agents and keeping the low-risks
at the original contract. If this new menu is sufficiently close,
the individual rationality constraint for individuals of type L is
changed to[

∂V L(p, w, q)
∂q

−
∂V L(0, ω̄ − λ, q)

∂q

]
∂q

∂wH

=
[
yL(ω̄ − λ, q) − yL(w, q)

] ∂q
∂wH < 0,

where we used the envelope theorem to compute the differen-
tials of the indirect utility functions, and where the inequality
comes from Lemma 1 and the fact that w > ω̄ − λ. The ratio-
ale above shows that price variations lead to a violation of an
ndividual rationality constraint.

In words, when the firm increases insurance for riskier indi-
iduals, they save less on the risk-free asset, which results in a
eduction in the price of saving. Such change in prices affects
he decision of the low-risk individuals between accepting their
ontract or not, and price variations benefit disproportionately
he outcome obtained through the outside option vis-à-vis the
tility of accepting the contract.17 As a consequence, the price
ariation alters the attractiveness of the menu, making it less
ppealing for the safer agents. Of course, their insurance premium
an be used by the monopolist to transfer utility to the L types so
s to satisfy their participation constraint. But this is costly for the
onopolist and may offset the gains extracted from the H types,

n particular if their demand for assets is very inelastic and they
epresent a large fraction of the population.

Naturally, if the firm is trying to separate agents, it must take
his additional cost into account. This is the market effect in our
odel. It tends to prevent separation by affecting the willingness
f individuals to continue to accept a contract after the price
f savings changes. Together, Proposition 4 and Lemma 3 iden-
ify the source of pooling as arising from individual rationality
onstraints, rather than from incentive compatibility.
Importantly, Proposition 2 is also a consequence of the endo-

eneity of the outside option. To see this, consider again Eq. (15).
hat equation shows that the inefficiency wedge κ − u′(xH ) is
ositive only because prices adjust to a change in coverage ‘‘at
he top’’. Specifically, that equation can be interpreted as follows:
hen the principal extends coverage (marginally) to the high-risk
ype, he loses κ and gains the marginal utility of the high type,
′(xH ), as usual. In addition, however, when he does so he also
ecreases prices, generating pressure in the outside option of the
ow-risk type. Because of this effective extra cost to increasing
overage, coverage has got to be lower than efficient for both
ypes.

The extension of this insight to the case of internal funding
y the insurer is subtle and depends on three features of the
xample. First, the individuals’ CARA preferences in the exam-
le display risk-aversion and prudence. Secondly, by the law of
arge numbers, the firm faces no uncertainty. And, finally, we are

16 It is proved in the Appendix that this is indeed the case in the best pooling
menu. See Lemma 6.
17 This is so because the direct effect of a price change is to make savings
cheaper. For any individual, her asset holding are higher when she is not covered
– that is, in the outside option – than when she is. Consequently, she gains more
through the devaluation of savings when she does not accept any contract.
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ssuming that the firm only saves the amount that is needed to
emain solvent in the second period.

Under these three features, the mechanism behind our results
ontinues to operate. Suppose that the firm contemplates and
mprovement of the coverage in the high-risk contract by dwH .
ecause the firm faces no risk, it will increase its bond holdings
y πHdwH , per insuree, and, by Lemma 1, the price of the asset

will drop.
This guarantees that when the firm improves the coverage of-

ered to the high-risk agents, their demand for savings decreases
y more than the extra savings that the firm itself will need to
onstitute. Since the firm does not over-save in order to ma-
ipulate the price, the aggregate demand for savings decreases,
he price of the bond falls, and the high-risk individuals reduce
heir willingness to pay for insurance. If this effect is significant
nough, the price concession that the firm would need to give
o retain the insurance demand by the low-risk insurees may
revent it from improving the contract offered to the high-risk
ypes, hence choosing to remain in a pooling (and inefficient)
ituation.

. Monopolistic banker

While the assumption of a monopolistic insurer is not uncom-
on in the contract theory literature, it is less innocuous in our
etting, where the choice of an insurance menu is allowed to have
mpact on the price of the financial instruments. To counteract
his effect, suppose now that, unlike so far, the financial market
onsists of a monopolistic supplier of assets. Whether our previ-
us results are robust to this modification depends on how asset
rices react to an increase in insurance coverage. If they react
egatively, just as in our original model, our original rationale
ontinues to hold. We first assume that dq/dwi < 0 and argue
hy our results are qualitatively robust to this extension. Then,
e provide sufficient conditions for the assumption to be satisf-

ed.
For shortening notation, let yi(q) be the demand for savings

or type i ∈ {L,H} as a function of savings price q. Function
yi is, of course, a function of coverage, but from the point of
view of the banker it is just a function of prices — i.e., the
banker does not take into account the effect of his strategy on the
insurance market. In period the present, the monopolist collects
all the expenses of the insurees in savings: q

∑
i∈{L,H}

µiyi(q). In
he future, he must honor the return of the asset. Now, the
onopolist banker understands how yi changes with q, so his
rofit maximization problem is

ax
q

⎧⎨⎩(q − 1)
∑

i∈{L,H}

µiyi(q)

⎫⎬⎭ . (16)

ecessary conditions for the resulting asset price are that∑
i∈{L,H}

µiyi(q) + (q − 1)
∑

i∈{L,H}

µi dy
i(q)
dq

= 0, (17)

which is the classic monopolistic result of unit elasticity of de-
mand (considering price q − 1 and no cost).

For this fixed coverage, let q∗ be the competitive price, so∑
i µ

iyi(q∗) = 0. The following result proves existence of a
solution to the banker’s problem and gives sufficient conditions
for the dependence of equilibrium asset prices on insurance cov-
erage.

Lemma 4. A solution q exists to the banker’s problem, and it sat-
isfies q ∈ [min{1, q∗

},max{1, q∗
}]. Moreover, if index u is prudent

and u′(w̄) > 1, then dq/dwi < 0.
17
Concluding remarks

In terms of its topic, this paper studies the interaction between
insurance and financial markets; in terms of modeling, it lies in
the intersection of contract theory and general equilibrium the-
ory. Individuals who differ only in risk have access to insurance
contracts offered by a monopolist and can also save through a
competitive market — the former take the standard form from
contract theory, the latter is modeled as a Walrasian market. Two
substantial results arise from this interaction: the equilibrium
menu of insurance contracts always displays under-insurance of
all agents, even the riskiest ones, and it may even pool agents of
different riskiness together.

To be sure, ours is not the first paper where the agent’s ability
to take actions in addition to her contract upsets the classical
results of contract theory. The mechanism through which this
occurs here, however, differs from the well-understood insight
of the hidden action literature. In the canonical setting with
no hidden actions, Spence–Mirrlees conditions imposed on the
preferences of the agents drive the main results, through their
implications on the incentives of the agents to misrepresent their
types. If in addition to contracting with the principal, the agents
can also play hidden actions, the Spence–Mirrlees conditions
imposed on the primitives of the problem need not suffice for
the same type of single-crossing condition to hold on the indirect
utilities of the agents, which is the relevant object, from the
point of view of the principal, after the agents take their optimal
hidden actions. If the resulting indirect utilities fail to display
single crossing, the incentive compatibility conditions do not
suffice to preclude, say, pooling at equilibrium. But whether on
the primitives or on the indirect utilities, the chief mechanism
determining the type of equilibrium is one of self-selection and
operates through the incentive compatibility conditions.

In this paper, the mechanism is different. In addition to their
own hidden actions, all the agents are affected by an aggregate
statistic arising from the whole profile of actions in the economy:
the price of savings. This introduces a new externality: by chang-
ing the contract meant for one type of agent, the principal affects
the action of that agent in a direct manner and, indirectly, through
the aggregate statistic, the actions of all agents. This externality is
internalized by the principal and affects his optimal decision. In
particular, a change that would make the contract of a particular
type more profitable if the actions remained fixed may cause,
through the indirect effect, that another type of agent find it
beneficial to deviate from the contract that was initially meant for
her. Simply put, a deviation that raises more profits from a type
may reduce the profits earned from the interaction with another
type. For the case considered in this paper, where the aggregate
is the equilibrium price of a competitive equilibrium, we show
that the indirect effect upsets the classical properties of optimal
contracts in other settings: the principal may find it optimal to
refrain from offering an efficient contract to even the type that
values insurance the most (and may even choose to pool types).

Some robustness exercises suggest that the mechanism is
more general than our formal results: qualitatively, they hold
also in the presence of a non-competitive supplier in the savings
market, and when there is competition in the insurance market.
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ppendix. Lemmata

roof of Lemma 1. By Inada, both Program (ISP) have interior so-
ution. The first-order conditions of the former problem are that

= π iu′(wi
+ yi) + (1 − π i)u′(ω̄ + yi). (∗)

y strict concavity and the implicit function theorem, function yi
s continuously differentiable and strictly decreasing.

The first-order conditions that characterize function q(w),
rom the maximization of (4) subject to (5) are that Eq. (∗) hold
or both types and µLyL + µHyH + Y (w) = 0. Differentiating this
ystem with respect to wL gives

−1 D2UL 0
−1 0 D2UH

0 µL µH

⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝ dq

dyL

dyH

⎞⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎝−π Lu′′(wL
+ yL)

0
−µLπ L

⎞⎟⎠ dwL,

here
2U i

= π iu′′(wi
+ yi) + (1 − π i)u′′(ω̄ + yi).

y the implicit function theorem, q is differentiable with respect
o wL and
∂q
∂wL (w) =

µLπ LD2uH
[u′′(wL

+ yL) − D2uL
]

µLD2uH + µHD2uL .

y strict concavity, D2uH and D2uL are both negative. By prudence,
oreover,

′′(wL
+ yL) − D2uL

= (1 − π L)[u′′(wL
+ yL) − u′′(ω̄ + yL)] < 0.

t follows that ∂q/∂wL(w) < 0, and the same argument applies to
he derivative with respect to wH . □

roof of Lemma 2. Individual rationality for the riskier type,
, is redundant. Next, assume that the incentive compatibility
onstraint for individuals of type L is not binding. Then, the
rgument of the following proposition closely parallels the char-
cterization of an optimal contract in the canonical model of
ontract theory, and its details thus be omitted: Eq. (7) guarantees
hat efficient insurance is achievable;18 then, the three claims in
he proposition follow simply by taking first-order conditions of
he monopolist’s problem.

Of course, to complete the argument we need to show that,
ndeed, UL(pL, wL) ≥ UL(pH , wH ) at the solution of the re-
axed problem above. Explicitly, this requires that PH − PL ≥

L[u(wH )−u(wL)]. By the second part of the proposition, PH−PL =

H [u(wH ) − u(wL)], which implies, since πH > πL, that we just
eed to show that wH ≥ wL. The third part of the proposition
mplies that this is the case, since u is concave. □

emma 5. For any q and ω̄ − λ ≤ w ≤ ω̄, let ∆V i(p, w) =
i(p, w, q) − V i(0, ω̄ − λ, q). Then, ∆VH (p, w) > ∆V L(p, w).

roof. By the envelope theorem, we can write ∆V i(p, w) =

p+
∫ w

ω̄−λ
π iu′(x+yi(x, q))dx. But then, by Claim 1, we have that,

Hu′(x + yH (x, q)) > π Lu′(x + yL(x, q)). Using this information,

VH (p, w) = −p +

∫ w

ω̄−λ

πHu′(x + yH (x, q))dx > −p

+

∫ w

ω̄−λ

π Lu′(x + yL(x, q))dx = ∆V L(p, w). □

18 In the absence of the assumption on marginal utilities, this proposition only
hanges in that market exclusion can be optimal. That is, when u′(ω̄ − λ) < κ ,
t makes no sense to provide insurance for any of the agents, then both are
xcluded from the market. Besides, if u′(ω̄) > κ , we would have wH

= ω̄.
18
Lemma 6. If a best pooling menu M = {(p, w)} consists of an
interior contract, it satisfies

π Lu′(w + yL(w, q)) +
[
yL(ω̄ − λ, q) − yL(w, q)

]
Dq

= κ(π LµL
+ πHµH ).

here q = q(w, w) and Dq = ∂q/∂wL
+ ∂q/∂wH . Moreover,

= ∆V L(0, w).19

roof. Solving for the best pooling menu consists of facing the
roblem of the firm when the latter is searching for optima in
he space of pooling contracts. In that space, incentive constraints
old trivially. Additionally, by Lemma 5, in such space the in-
ividual rationality constraint for the riskiest type is redundant.
herefore, (FMP) can be rewritten as

max
p,w

{
p − v

∑
i

µiπ iw : −p + V L(0, w, q(w, w))

≥ V L(0, ω̄ − λ, q(w, w))

}
.

ecause we know that, for fixed coverage, q is a constant, it is
lways in the interest of the firm to set equality in the individual
ationality constraint of the L-types, which establishes the second
laim in the lemma.
The first claim then follows from taking the necessary first or-

er conditions of the problem above, assuming interiority.20 □

emma 7. Let A be a matrix with dimensions K × L, with (Ak)k≤K
ts rows, and b ∈ RL. Suppose that, for the matrix Ā = (Ak)2≤k≤K ,
there is z ∈ RL such that Āz ≥ b̄, where b̄ = (b̄k)2≤k≤K . Then, one
and only one of the following two statements is true:

(A) There exists a vector z ∈ RL such that Az ≥ b with A1z > b1;
or

(B) There exists a vector γ ∈ RK
+

such that γ1 > 0, and with the
property that

∑
k γkAk = 0 and

∑
k γkbk ≥ 0.

Proof. This is just a minor variation of Farkas’s Lemma. See
Theorem 22.2 in Rockafellar (1970). □

Proof of Lemma 3. This lemma follows from Lemmas 5, 6,
and 7, but we first add some notation to avoid cumbersome
expressions. Define u′

i = u′(xi), ∆yi = yi(ω̄ − λ, q) − yi(w, q),
∆V i

= V i(p, w, q) − V i(0, ω̄ − λ, q) and ∂iq = ∂q/∂wi(w, w).
As in Proposition 4, if a deviation is close enough to the origi-

nal contract, it must satisfy in differential form all the constraints.
If it is profitable for the firm, then it must also satisfy

µL(dpL − π LκdwL) + µH (dpH − πHκdwH ) > 0.

ow, notice that incentive compatibility constraints are binding
t the original menu, M . Therefore, for them to hold in the

deviation menu, for each type,

−dpi +
∂V i(0, w, q)

∂w
dwi

≥ −dpj +
∂V i(0, w, q)

∂w
dwj,

given that the derivatives of V i relative to prices appear on both
sides of the inequality and, hence, cancel out. By the envelope
theorem, the previous inequality can be written as

−dpi + π iu′

i(x
i)dwi

≥ −dpj + π iu′

i(x
i)dwj.

19 That is, ∆V L(p, w) = 0.
20 Without interiority, the same condition holds with the left hand side being
less or equal to the right hand side.
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or individual rationality, we must have, for each i,21

dpi + π iu′(xi)dwi
+ ∆yi(∂iqdwi

+ ∂jqdwj) ≥ −∆V i.

It is possible to arrange this system of five linear inequalities
in matrix form, as Az ≥ b where

A =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
µH µL

−µHπHκ −µLπ Lκ

−1 1 πHu′

H −πHu′

H

1 −1 −π Lu′

L π Lu′

L

−1 0 ∂Hq∆yH + πHu′

H ∂Lq∆yH

0 −1 ∂Hq∆yL ∂Lq∆yL + π Lu′

L

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

= (dpH , dpL, dwH , dwL)′ and b = (0, 0, −∆VH , 0)′.
We want to find a necessary and sufficient condition for the

xistence of γ in statement (B) of Lemma 7. First of all, notice
hat the hypothesis on the statement of Lemma 7 is satisfied:
¯0 ≥ b̄. Now, assume there is a γ satisfying (B), that is, the
ooling contract allows no local deviation. We shall show that
his is so whenever (p, w) satisfies Eq. (15), and vice-versa.

By the second part of property (B) we know that γb =

4(−∆VH ) ≥ 0. By Lemma 5, ∆VH > ∆V L
= 0, where the last

equality is a consequence of Lemma 6, since we are assuming
(p, w) to be a best pooling contract that is interior. Therefore,
because γ4 ≥ 0, it must be the case that γ4 = 0.

Write as Aℓ, for ℓ = 1, . . . , 4, the columns of matrix A. By
statement (B) in Lemma 7, γAℓ

= 0 for all ℓ. By taking γ (A1
+

A2) = 0 we get γ1 = γ5. Substituting that in γA1, we also get
γ2 = γ1µ

H
+γ3. Taking γ (A3

+A4) = 0 and using γ1 = γ5 we get
that

γ1 ·
[
π Lu′

L + (∂Lq + ∂Hq)∆yL − κ(π LµL
+ πHµH )

]
= 0.

Because we are assuming (p, w) to be a best interior pooling
contract, the term in braces is zero by Lemma 6. Therefore, this
equation is satisfied automatically. So, the last equation to be
checked is either γA3

= 0 or γA4
= 0. Choosing the first one

gives us

γ1
[
µHπH (u′

H − κ) + ∂Hq∆yL
]

= γ3(πlu′

L − πHu′

H ).

As we proved in Lemma 1, π Lu′

L − πHu′

H < 0, so that for γ1
and γ3 to be greater or equal to zero, it must be true that

µHπH (u′

H − κ) + ∂Hq∆yL ≤ 0. (18)

In order to conclude the proof of sufficiency, it suffices to show
that the inequality in Eq. (18) is equivalent to the one in Eq. (15).
That is done by using the necessary condition a best pooling
contract must satisfy by Lemma 6 to substitute for ∆yL in the
above inequality.

Note that by rearranging the expression in Lemma 3,

∆yL =
k(π LµL

+ πHµH ) − π Lu′(xL)
∂Hq + ∂Lq

.

lugging this into Eq. (18), we have that

HπH (u′(xH ) − k) +
[
k(π LµL

+ πHµH ) − π Lu′(xL)
] ∂Hq
∂Hq + ∂Lq

≤ 0

(19)

Now, we just need to calculate ∂iq. Recall first order condition
or type i is that Ei u′(Xi) = q. After a change in wi, this equation
hanges so that

q = π iu′′(xi)dwi
+ Ei[u′′(X i)]dyi

21 We could rightfully ignore individual rationality for the H-types. We opt
ot to do so just to maintain everything clear.
19
Similarly, with the first order condition for type j, we get that
dq = Ej[u′′(X j)]dyj and, by market clearing, µHdyH + µLdyL = 0.

e can solve these last three equations, we get that

iq = π iu′′(xi)
µi Ej[u′′(X j)]

µi Ej[u′′(X j)] + µj Ei[u′′(X i)]
.

hen,

∂Hq
∂Hq + ∂Lq

= µHπH u′′(xH )

µHπHu′′(xH ) + µLπ Lu′′(xL) EH [u′′(XH )]
EL[u′′(XL)]

.

lugging this result into Eq. (19), and dividing by πHµH > 0, we
get Eq. (15).

Notice, however, that necessity is also proved. If (p, w) is a best
pooling contract that allows no local deviations that are profitable
for the firm, then a γ satisfying the conditions in (B) must exist.
Therefore, Eq. (18) must hold. □
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